
THAT LINING 

INT - BARBER SHOPS 

TBABY and TJ are sitting in barbershop chairs, having a random 
conversation as TERRANCE walks in. TJ and TBABY stop talking, there is 
a beat and a moment of intensity as they both stare at TERRANCE. 

TERRANCE 

   Hi. Y’all take walk-ins?  

TBABY 
   Yessir. 

TERRANCE 
   Got any heads booked up right now? 

TBABY 
   Just yo head. Come on. 

TERRANCE sits in the chair. TBABY starts brushing TERRANCE’S hair and inspecting 
his head. 

TBABY 
   What you looking to get done with this?  

TERRANCE 
    Just a line up.  

TBABY 
Fosho. Oh. And my fault, I’ve been cutting hair all day. So these 
clippers hot. 

TBABY turns clippers on and goes back to the conversation he was having with TJ. 
TBABY roughly moves around TERRANCE’S head and forces it left and right, and into 
weird angles particularly. Both TBABY and TJ gradually get more focused on 
TERRANCE’S hair. The hair cut grows more intense, rough, and violent. TERRANCE is 
softly saying little things to let the barber know he’s uncomfortable, but TBABY is 
talking too loud to hear. Then TBABY jumps up and sits on top of TERRANCE’s lap, 
slapping and punching him with the clippers. After a couple beats into the punching, 
TERRANCE finally snaps and throws TBABY on the floor, TJ backs up to the wall 
terrified. 



TERRANCE 
YOOO! WHAT THE FUCK! I was just trying to get a quick  line 
up, and you’re out here conversing while you burn, cut and BEAT 
me!!! (to TJ) And you’re just over here being a bystandering ass 
mothafucka!! And my whole head is sore—if you think I’m paying 
you, you’re out of your mind. Imma— 

TERRANCE catches himself in the mirror and stops immediately.  

CUSTOMER 
   Oh my…black jesus. 

TBABY slowly coming off the ground, and TJ coming in close. 

TBABY/TJ 
   Mmhm     Aww yeah 
  

TERRANCE 
   This lining is…. FRESH AS FUCK!  

Piano music comes into accompany song. 

TJ 
(SUNG to TERRANCE) 

THAT LINING THAT LINING THAT LINING 

TERRANCE:  
(SUNG to Mirror) 

   GOT ME OUT OF A RUCK, OUT OF A RUCK, OUT OF A  
   RUCK 

TBABY: 
(SUNG to AUDIENCE) 

   THEY AINT LYING THEY AINT LYING THEY AINT LYING,  
   CUZ THAT LINING,   

ALL:  
(SUNG) 

   IS FREEEESH AS FUCK 



Rap Beat quickly builds up—as TBABY, TJ, and TERRANCE all shake hands and high 
five on top of some quick ad-libs—then The Beat drops.  

ALL: 
(RAPPED) 

   OH LORD, YEAH YEAH, THAT LINING FRESH AS FUCK 

   OH LORD, YEAH YEAH, THAT LINING FRESH AS FUCK 

   OH LORD, YEAH YEAH, THAT LINING FRESH AS FUCK 

   OH LORD (whisper:) aaaaaawwww yeeeeaaaaaaaah 

TJ AND TBABY: 
(SUNG)  

   FRESH AS FUCK 

TERRANCE:  
(SUNG) 

   IS HOW YOU GOT ME 

TBABY: 
   Haha, yessir! Ight that’s gonna be $150 

TERRANCE: 
   OH LORD. 

BLACKOUT


